
SEALED 
SPHERICAL ROLLER BEARING



McGILL® SPHERE-ROL® BEARINGS

Invented in 1967, SPHERE-ROL bearings utilize a single row of 
rollers which provide a wide variety of advantages. High capacities, high limiting 
speeds, longer life under more misalignment, and protection from contaminants 
permit greater design fl exibility than typically possible with ordinary two-row designs.  
SPHERE-ROL bearings are also dimensionally equivalent to conventional, two-row 
spherical unsealed bearings.

Three sealing arrangements are available for the SPHERE-ROL bearing:
- NYLAPLATE® seal (suffi x -SS)
- NYLAPLATE® seal high temperature (suffi x -TSS)
- LAMBDA® seal (suffi x -YSS)
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Single-row SHPERE-ROL bearings provide more space between the roller end and bearing 
face.  This allows for optional integral sealing and greater misalignment capability. The available 
integral sealing options remove the need for special redesigns when changing from unsealed 
bearings and can reduce OEM costs in the following ways:
• Costs of external seals eliminated
• Seal housing cost eliminated 
• Housing machining costs reduced
• Faster design time

Range:
From 22204 to 22236
From 22308 to 22320

Application fi elds:
Agriculture - Construction - Gearboxes - 

Steel Production - Mining - Material handling -
Paper - Robotics



ROLLWAY® SEALED SPHERICAL ROLLER BEARING

ROLLWAY sealed roller bearing design is a double row spherical roller bearing. 
The bore and outer ring diameter comply with the ISO 15 specifi cation. 

To integrate seals and maintain misalignment capability, the bearing width is 
larger than an open spherical roller bearing.

The seals fi t tight with the outer ring and make a close wiping fi t contact with the inner 
ring race. The design and manufacture of this seal arrangement results in an effective 

means to help keep contaminants out of the bearing. The bearing is supplied with a 
quality lithium soap grease. The factory grease fi lling process is in a clean environment, 

which minimizes the potential of foreign particles trapped inside the bearing. Compare this 
with “in the fi eld” grease fi lling practices, which may be in less than ideal environments.

This all results in a signifi cant longer service life of the bearing and a lower grease consumption.

Range:
From 22205 to 22226

Application fi elds:
Agriculture - Construction - Gearboxes - 
Steel Production - Mining - Material handling - 
Paper - Robotics
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SEALED SPHERICAL 
ROLLER BEARINGS

In industrial rotary machines, spherical roller bear- 
ings are frequently used for their robust character- 
istics. Spherical roller bearings are designed to 
sustain heavy loads, fair speed rates, shaft 
misalignment and defl ection. They often operate in 
harsh operating conditions where contamination of 
the bearing is a continuous issue. 
To help maintain internal bearing cleanli-
ness, designers must typically integrate a 
complex external sealing solution next to the 
bearing. This is a time consuming and expensive 
process. 
This cost includes sealing specifi cation, purchase, 
warehousing, mounting and fi nally maintenance.
To help simplify the work of the customer, 
Regal has two types of sealed spherical roller bea-
ring which can simplify the sealing process, reduce 
cost and and minimize lubricant issues.



FEATURES

ROLLWAY® BEARINGS FEATURES MCGILL® BEARINGS

Wider than standard series Dimension Dimensional interchange 
to standard spherical roller bearing

Lower due to the seal friction Speed Lower due to seal friction

Roll 2 grade steel (100Cr6) Bearing Material SAE 52100

P6 in production Precision PN

Reduced by ½ due to the seals Misalignment capability ± 2° with NYLAPLATE® seal.
± 1° with LAMBDA® seal

Standard NBR rubber, HNBR(1),
Viton® (1)* Seals NYLAPLATE, NYLAPLATE high

temperature, LAMBDA

-30 to 150°C max,
S1, S2, S3 available Operating temp -34° to 149°C

Standard Shell® Gadus® 
or specifi c grease* Lubrication NLGI#2 EP grease

222 / 223 Series 222 / 223

From 25 to130mm Bore Dia. Range From 20 to 180mm

(1) Available on special request
* The following trade names, trademarks and/or registered trademarks are NOT owned or controlled by Regal Beloit 
Corporation and are believed to be owned by the following parties.  Gadus and Shell: Shell Trademark Management BV; 
Viton: The Chemours Company FC, LLC.

NOMENCLATURE

NOMENCLATURE FOR ROLLWAY SEALED SPHERICAL ROLLER BEARINGS

Series Cage 
material Bore Lubrication

groove Seals Clearance

22200
22300(1) C: Steel

(): Cylindrical
K: Tapered 1/12 W33

2RS (NBR)
2HRS

2VS (FKM)
C2 CN C3 C4

(1)  Available on special request subsequent series

Example 22222C W33 2RS

SUFFIX SEAL MATERIAL OPERATING TEMPERATURE
2RS Nitrile butadiene rubber (NBR) Standard -30 to 110 °C

2HRS Hydrogenated Nitrile rubber -30 to 170 °C

2VS Viton* rubber FKM (1) -30 to 230 °C

(1) FKM rubber can be harmful at high temperature. Use the appropriate security clothes during maintenance.



DATA TABLE ROLLWAY® SEALED SPHERICAL ROLLER BEARING
BEARING PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS LOAD RATINGS

TYPE
BORE OUTER WIDTH DYNAMIC STATIC

(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (kN) (kN) (kN)

d D
Rollway
Bearing

B

McGill®

Bearing
B

Rollway
Bearing

Cr

McGill
Bearing

Cr

Rollway
Bearing

Cor

22205 25 52 23 18 42,1 36.1 43,5

22206 30 62 25 20 51,7 51.2 55

22207 35 72 28 23 67 67.2 73,9

22208 40 80 28 23 76,9 74.7 85

22209 45 85 28 23 80,5 79.2 91,9

22210 50 90 28 23 83,1 83.2 97,8

22211 55 100 31 25 102 102.3 119

22212 60 110 34 28 127 129.9 154

22213 65 120 38 31 151 157.9 188

22214 70 125 38 31 155 159.7 193

22215 75 130 38 31 161 167.2 204

22216 80 140 40 33 174 188.6 225

22217 85 150 44 36 216 226.4 277

22218 90 160 48 40 252 263.3 332

22220 100 180 55 46 317 345.6 423

22222 110 200 63 53 414 444.8 574

22224 120 215 69 58 488 533.8 666

22226 130 230 75 64 581 589.4 808



DESIGN

The rings and rollers are made of high grade 
Roll 2 steel. The rollers are retained by 2 
separate pressed window type steel cages 
and a guide ring between the cages. 
The inner ring has no shoulders, which helps 
improve the axial load carrying capability of 
the bearing.
The standard seal (2RS) is made from NBR 
rubber. A steel washer reinforces the seal 
and helps maintain a constant contact pres-
sure of the seal lip on the inner ring race. 
Other sealing washer material, such as FKM 
(Viton®* rubber), is available on request.

* Viton is believed to be the trademark and/or 
trade name of The Chemours Company FC, 
LLC, and is not owned or controlled by Regal 
Beloit Corporation.



APPLICATION CONSIDERATIONS

The proper selection and application of power transmission products and components, including the related area of product safety, 
is the responsibility of the customer. Operating and performance requirements and potential associated issues will vary appreciably 
depending upon the use and application of such products and components. The scope of the technical and application information 
included in this publication is necessarily limited. Unusual operating environments and conditions, lubrication requirements, loading 
supports, and other factors can materially affect the application and operating results of the products and components and the cus-
tomer should carefully review its requirements. Any technical advice or review furnished by Regal Beloit America, Inc. and/or its affi l-
iates (“Regal”) with respect to the use of products and components is given in good faith and without charge, and Regal assumes no 
obligation or liability for the advice given, or results obtained, all such advice and review being given and accepted at customer’s risk.

For a copy of our Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale, please visit http://www.regalbeloit.com (please see link at bottom of page 
to “Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale”). These terms and conditions of sale, disclaimers and limitations of liability apply to any 
person who may buy, acquire or use a Regal product referred to herein, including any person who buys from a licensed distributor of 
these branded products.

Regal Beloit Belgium nv
Heiveldekens 16
B-2550 Kontich
Belgium

www.regalbeloit.com

REGAL, LAMBDA, MCGILL, NYLAPLATE, ROLLWAY and SPHERE-ROL are trademarks of Regal Beloit Corporation or one of its 
affi liated companies.
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